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Abstract
We investigate the problem of online detection of complex
activities (such as cooking, lunch, work at desk), i.e.,
recognizing them while the activities are being performed
using parts of the sensor data. In contrast to prior work,
where complex activity recognition is performed offline
with the observation of the activity available for its entire
duration and utilizing deeply-instrumented environments,
we focus on online activity detection using only
accelerometer data from a single body-worn smartphone
device. We present window based algorithms for online
detection that effectively perform different tradeoffs
between classification accuracy and detection latency. We
present results of our exploration using a
longitudinally-extensive and clearly-annotated cellphone
accelerometer data trace that captures the true-life
complex activity behavior of five subjects.
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Introduction
Complex activities are referred to as Activities of Daily
Living (ADL) that can be detected using sensor data
collected from a consumer-grade personal mobile device
like smartphone. Examples of complex activity are
“cooking at home”, “watching TV at home”, “lunch in
office”. Prior work on such complex activity detection
operates offline [2, 4], which means the classification is
performed by analyzing the entire stream of sensor data
after the completion of an activity episode, based on
features extracted over the entire activity duration.
Additionally, it utilizes deeply-instrumented settings [1, 3]
such as the use of multiple body-worn accelerometer
sensors or RFID tagging of household objects. Our work
differs from such works from three critical aspects: (1)
online or in-situ complex activity detection, i.e., the ability
to classify ADLs rapidly and early, while they are being
performed ; (2) require no special instrumentation of
either the individual or the environment, and instead
investigate the extent to which such online classification
can be performed solely using accelerometer data from a
commodity smartphone; (3) perform the algorithms under
natural conditions of daily living, i.e., in the wild.

A Uniform Model 
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Figure 1: Uniform window model
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Figure 2: Multiple window model

Figure 3: Continuous ACT
detection – three activity
boundaries detected based on
this strategy. The three activities
(act1,act2,act3) are detected as
ACTj , ACTi, and ACTj ,
respectively.

Our motivation is to investigate the research challenges of
online continuous complex activity detection in completely
naturalized real-life data, with a single smartphone
accelerometer. The detailed contributions are:

1. We propose two different window-based learning
approaches for early detection of complex activities.
By investigating discriminatory features of different
complex activities, we study their across-time effects
both on classification accuracy and detection delay
for online detection.

2. To perform continuous activity recognition in a
streaming fashion, we present a simple, but

demonstrably effective, demarcation algorithm that
identifies the points where an individual transition
from one complex activity to another.

3. We evaluate our approach using a real-life
naturalized setting dataset that is significant both
for its longitudinal trace and for the availability of
ground-truth of corresponding complex activities.

Online Continuous Approach
Our approach is designing window-based model to study
early detection of complex activities in real-time using
cellphone accelerometer; in addition, we investigate the
continuity of accelerometer streams for detecting activity
transitions (e.g., from ‘cook’ to ‘eat’).

Window based Early Detection Strategies
We design window based strategies to make early, online
detection of activities from accelerometer streams. Before
proceeding to describe our algorithms, it is first important
to establish the set of classificatory features, defined over
each frame of observed accelerometer data. A frame is a
small window of accelerometer data, e.g., 5 secs or 10
secs. Like [4], we transform the raw accelerometer stream
into locomotive features - each frame indicates a motion
status, such as sit, stand and walk, in order to get a rich
set of feature inputs. We design two window models.

• Uniform Modeling – The first model is building a
single classifier model M, which is trained by using
the entire duration of the complex activity instances
(see Fig. 1). For each instance of a specific complex
activity Acti, we calculate a set of features
computed over the entire duration of the activity
instance. All activities are used to train a uniform
model that will be used for online testing with
partial ongoing sensor streams.
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• Multiple-Window based Models – Complex activities
typically have pronounced differentiation during
certain sub-intervals. Intuitively, classification could

Figure 4: Detection accuracy
uniform model (δconf=0.9)

Figure 5: Detection delay with
uniform model (δconf=0.9)
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Figure 6: Accuracy vs.
Confidence threshold (uniform
model, ∆W = 50S)

be accurate if we had explicit and separate models
that were trained on the corresponding time interval
of the activities. Accordingly, we investigate the use
of ‘multiple-window’ based approach, where each
time window is associated with a different classifier
model that is tuned to the specific features exhibited
by the complex activities within that window. We
build K separate models (i.e., M1 to MK in Fig.
2), corresponding to the time-window partitions of
an ACT . The online testing is incrementally using
the K models that denote the time-instants that
partition the incoming online sensor data stream.

Online Demarcation Strategies
After early detection of activity label, we need to identify
the activity duration, i.e., (tsi, tei) from a continuous
stream containing a sequence of complex activities. Fig. 3
provides a sketch of our online activity boundary
segmentation algorithm. For simplicity, we show the
real-time prediction probabilities of two activity labels,
i.e., p(ACTi) and p(ACTj). Since the activities are
sequential, the end time of the current activity also
indicates the start time of the next one.1 Consider a new
activity has started at tstart and is predicted as ACTi at
tdetect . As the stream continues, we calculate the
complete prediction vector of all possible activities
predVec = 〈· · · , p(ACTi), · · · , p(ACTj), · · · 〉
at each time tcurr . We can declare that tcurr is the tend
of ACTi if the following conditions hold:

1Although concurrent activities can be also supported using the
probabilistic model, this is not the focus of this paper.

• Persistent Gradient Monotonicity - δtrend: The
probability of the currently predicted activity, i.e.,
p(ACTi), shows negative slope, and in the
meanwhile, at least another activity probability [i.e.,
p(ACTj), j 6= i] shows positive slope, for a time
duration larger than δtrend.

• Exceed Minimal Duration - timeOut(ACTi): For
each activity type, a timeout value is set to the
minimum duration of all instances of that ACT .
This means that we cannot declare ‘ACTi has
ended’ until at least the corresponding timeout
(ACTi) has elapsed. Hence, a transition can be
declared only if the current time instant tcurr
satisfies the minimal duration property, i.e.,
tcurr-tstart ≥ timeOut(ACTi).

Activity Label Refinement
So far, we have computed activity labels and activity
boundaries only from sensor observations at current
status. Once the end time of the current activity ACTi
has been predicted, we exploit an activity state transition
matrix between different activities, i.e., p(ACTi|ACTj),
to re-compute the predicted label for ACTi. In effect, this
is a refinement of the predicted label from the early
detection strategies, with knowledge of the activity
evolution till its (predicted) boundary and knowledge of
the transition probabilities. The transition matrix
p(ACTi|ACTj) is computed from the available ground

truth data. We recompute a new
̂

p(ACT
(t)
i ) after the

boundary of ACTi being predicted, combining the support
of the current observations in time state t and the state
transition from the previous activity at time state t-1 .̂

p(ACT
(t)
i ) = w1 ∗ p(ACT (t)

i ) + w2 ∗ p(ACT (t)
i |ACT

(t−1))

= w1 ∗ p(ACT (t)
i ) + w2 ∗

N∑
j=1

{p(ACT (t−1)
j )× p(ACTi|ACTj)}
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Exploration Results

Figure 7: Online demarcation
performance

Our experiments are based on previous real-life
‘in-the-wild’ accelerometer data collected from 5 users
carrying a Nokia N95 phone, loaded with an application
that sampled the accelerometer at 30Hz, continuously as
the users were immersed in their daily activities at home
or in office. The data details can be found in [4].

Window-based Early Detection – We experimented both
uniform and multiple-window based models, for testing
how models built with partial observation data. We
identified the accuracy increases with increasing frame
increments (∆W ), while an overly large value of ∆W can
cause more errors in transition detection, especially if the
incremented buffer straddles the boundary of two
activities and includes a bigger chunk of the next activity.
Fig. 4-6 shows the early detection performance for all 5
subjects. We found that most complex activities can be
detected within ≈5-25% of their overall activity length. In
essence, many of the long running activities (30-100 mins)
could be detected within 4-20 minutes of their onset. A
notable aspect was that almost all activities need less
than 50% of their data, in order to be classified with the
same accuracy as they would be with complete data.

Demarcation detection and label refinement – Fig. 7
shows the detailed continuous detection performance of
five users. We fixed the monotonicity tolerance δtrend to
10 for the state transition algorithm and timeOut(ACTi)
was computed from activity logs. We consider two
metrics, Timeslice and Offset . The Timeslice accuracy is
the percentage of the stream that has been correctly
predicted by the algorithm; and the Offset is the time
difference between the predicted activity transition and
real transition. Fig. 7 shows better performance of using
label refinement compared to the inference only using

current status sensor observations. The results are
indicative of the overall performance that the
accelerometer alone as a sensor can achieve in real
settings. Our results give cues on which activities are
confusing in real-life settings. One can investigate
alternate sensors on the phones (e.g. microphone) for
such confusing activities.

Conclusion
This paper explored a challenging problem of continuous
online detection of complex activities in the wild using
only a single accelerometer sensor embedded in the
smartphone. We designed both uniform and multiple
window-based models to study early detection of complex
activities in real-time, and demarcation method to detect
activity transitions. We showed exploration results of
detection accuracy and detection delay, and also analyzed
the tradeoffs between the two metrics.
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